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A world of magic...
...Pain and hurt...
Where you have to beleive in yourself...
...to become more than anything ever before...
..You have to look within yourself..
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0 - Prologue: Neko raiku Mugen (Cat-like Dreams)

"What...? Who am I?" A boy asks himself. "Kokoro!? Kokoro!? Kii--ro!!" A voice called. "Oh, c'mon
Kiro-kun when are you?" The same voice called again. "Kokoro..? Kiro!? Me? Uh...?" The boy pondered
to himself. "There you are my special li'le kitten!" A girl called.
"Kitten? Since when did I become a-ah...!?" He gasped when he saw himself in the reflections of the
water. "...kitty-cat?" He replied to himself in shock.
As the dreams sequence comes to an end, the boy wakes up in a strange bedroom at night. "A-ahhh!?"
The boy calls as he wakes up from his nightmare-ish dreams. "Kokoro.. w-what happened?" Some boy
asked. "Uh?! I-it's nothing.. just a dream..! Just a dream.. I guess," Kokoro replied. "A nightmare-ish
kinda dream," He mutters to himself and trys to go back to sleep.

-The End of Prologue-

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

("It's A New Age", begins to play)

It's a new age for a new beginning (Ooh~)

Why sit back and watch the clouds pass you by?

Get up and do something to pass time away

It's a new age; don't let it pass you by! (Ooh~)

C'mon! Don't be like that! Do something to pass the day away (hey~)

It's a new age, so c'mon! C'mon! C'mon! And spend the day away (Ooh~)

*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*



1 - Chapter 1: Kokoro no Sensei

Wings of the guardian, ooh~ Voice of guidance, ooh~
(Uingusu no za kanshisha, aah~ Koe no gaidansu, aah~)

Where is my angel at heart? Ooh~ Kokoro, kokoro!
(Doko IS mai enzeru o kokoro? Aah~ Heart, Heart!)

Ooh, heart to heart! Kokoro, kokoro! (Heart, heart!)
(Aah, kokoro o kokoro! Heart, heart! (Kokoro, kokoro!)

Ten years had pass since the nightmare occurred and now Kokoro was a composing performer at the
Wings Moment concert. He was performing a new song called the "'Voice of Guidance'". "Kokoro!
Kokoro! That was amazing!" A fangirl called as she was running up to greet him. "Y-You liked it?"
Kokoro asked. "Oh, yes. I beleived everyone did, Kokoro," The fangirl replied.
"I'm glad." Kokoro replied as other fangirls and some fanguys ran up towards him. "Hey, Kokoro!? Can I
have your autography? Please, Kokoro!?" A fangirl replied faintly. "Oh, of course! Here you go," Kokoro
replied as he takes hold of the fangirl's book to write her an autography.

-..to beconcluded promptly..-
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